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Abstract: Large growing knowledge bases have been an inter-
esting field in many researches in recent years. Most techniques
focus on building algorithms to help the Knowledge Base (KB)
automatically (or semi-automatically) extends. In this article,
we make use of an association (or generalized association) rule
mining algorithm in order to populate the KB and to increase
the relations between KB’s categories. Considering that most
systems constructing their large knowledge bases continuously
grow, they do not contain all facts for each category, resulting
in a missing value dataset. To accomplish that, we developed
a new parameter, called MSC (Modified Support Calculation)
measure. This measure also contributes to generate new and
significant rules. Nevertheless, association rules algorithms gen-
erates many rules and evaluate each one is a hard step. So, we
also developed a structure, based on pruning obvious itemsets
and generalized association rules, which decreases the amoun-
t of discovered rules. The use of generalized association rules
contributes to their reduction. Experiments confirm that our
approaches discover relevant rules that helps to populate our
knowledge base with instances (by MSC measure and associa-
tion rules), increase the relationships between the KB’s domains
(using generalized association rules) as well as facilitate the pro-
cess of evaluating extracted rules (pruning obvious itemset and
association rules).
Keywords: Association rules, large knowledge base, missing val-
ues, obvious rules, obvious itemset

I. Introduction

Large growing knowledge bases have been widely explored
in many works in past few years [1]. Cyc [2], DBpedia[3],
NELL [4] and YAGO [5] are some systems that were con-
structed aiming to build these knowledge bases.
In order to extend their knowledge base (KB), many differ-
ent techniques were developed. Some with the objective to
extend their instances, by populating the KB with them. But
others approaches try to increase the relations between the
knowledge base categories. In this way, we developed a tech-
nique, based on an association rule mining algorithm to both
populate the NELL’s KB with instances and to increase the

relations between NELL’s categories.
NELL (Never-Ending Language Learning) is a computer
system that runs 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, ex-
tracting information from web text to populate and extend
its own KB. The main goal of the system is to learn to read
the web better each day and to store the gathered knowledge
in a never-ending growing KB. The system takes advantage
of many different components like CPL [6], CSEAL [7],
Prophet [8], OntExt [9], and Conversing Learning [10], in
order to be self-supervised and avoid semantic drifting [11].
NELL’s knowledge base is represented by an ontology-based
structure characterized by categories, relations and their in-
stances.
Since NELL’s KB continuously grows each day, it does not
contain all instances of every category, neither all instances
of every relation described in the ontology. Also, some rela-
tions may never occur for some specific instances. So, NEL-
L’s KB contains many missing values. To extract rules from
a knowledge base having such missing values properties, we
have two main options: i) exploring new approaches when
using frequent-item-set-based algorithms; ii) trying relation-
al rule extraction approaches (as the one presented in [12],
for instance). In this work, we focus on the first possibili-
ty. The work described in this paper shows how we can help
NELL populating its own knowledge base using association
rule mining algorithms [13] and how we can increase the re-
lations between its categories by using Generalized Associ-
ation Rules (GARs)[14]. We aim at using facts (knowledge)
already stored in NELL’s KB as input to a frequent-item-
set-based algorithm, thus, discovering new relations and in-
stances that NELL’s algorithms were not able to get from we-
b text before as well as increasing it with interesting relations
brought by GARs. The proposed approach can make use of
any association rule mining algorithm, but in the experiments
described in this paper we have used NARFO algorithm [15],
wich will be better described in methodology section.
There are two main reasons that explain the presence of miss-
ing values in a large and continuous growing knowledge base
like NELL. First, some instances were not extracted yet from
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the web by NELL’s algorithms, i.e., they are not available at
the moment (but should be in the future). Second, a specific
relation between two categories might be defined in the on-
tology, but may never occur in web text, thus, no instances
will be extracted by NELL’s algorithms. This will be ex-
plained later. In this context, we modified traditional support
measure, creating an adapted parameter called MSC (Modi-
fied Support Calculation).
We also have to analyze extracted rules to verify which one is
a valid rule that can be used to help to populate the KB. Our
technique differs from traditional association rule algorithms
on how to interpret and weight the extracted rules. Usually, a
rule is considered strong if both support and confidence mea-
sures are greater than a threshold, and the higher support and
confidence of a rule, the stronger the rule. As NELL’s ontolo-
gy grows each day, daily learning just a small portion of what
can be learned, a rule with high confidence must be carefully
analyzed, as it could bring wrong knowledge, as NELL does
not have all instances to every category yet. Therefore, those
rules (with high confidence) need to be carefully inspected
before being considered useful. MSC measure and the pro-
cess of analyzing each rule extracted that can help populating
the KB grows was validated in [16].
Nevertheless, this paper also describe the use of a General-
ized Association Rule (GAR) mining algorithm [14], in order
to extend the relations between NELL’s KB domains. In this
way, we expect that the use of generalized association rules
can bring new relations between the categories of the KB.
Beyond that, the use of GARs can be an effective technique
to help the process of analyzing the discovered rules. Using
this approach the amount of extracted rules must decrease
significantly depending on the domain’s characteristic, once
specifics association rules can be represented by their gener-
alized ones. For example, imagine that the generalized as-
sociation rule personWinAwardTrophyTournament(X, Y) →
personPlaysSport(X, Z) is discovered. If this rule was not
generated, we have to evaluate too many specifics associa-
tion rules as there are many people who win different kind
of tournaments in many sports. With GAR we might be able
to increase the KB by increasing the relations between these
domains that were not discovered yet by NELL’s algorithms.
To improve the extracted rules evaluation we also explored
the treatment of obvious association rules and itemsets. Ap-
plying that, the effort of evaluating the discovered rules may
be, each time, reduced, once the obvious discovered rules
must not be showed in futures iterations of the algorithm.
Note that the environment the algorithm takes place is a nev-
er ending growing knowledge base. So, without an obvious
rule and itemset treatment, the process of analyzing each rule
gets continuously harder.
We consider a rule as an obvious rule if it was already dis-
covered before and is either relevant or not. By relevant rule,
we mean association or generalized association rules already
discovered that helped the KB grows by populating it with
new instances or by extending the relations between cate-
gories. If a rule is significant or not, it is inserted in a table as
we are not interesting in analyze them again in futures algo-
rithm’s iterations. This method will be better explained later.
The process of increasing KB’s relations by using GARs and
the approach of obvious itemsets and association rules treat-

ment was described in [17].
In this way, this article aims to describe how all the following
contributions work combined:

1. How association rules may help populating a large KB;

2. How the new MSC measure works in a large growing
knowledge base consisted of many missing values;

3. How generalized association rules may help the discov-
er of new relations in a large KB;

4. How effective and necessary is to analyze each extracted
association rule discovered;

5. How the treatment of obvious discovered association
and generalized association rules could help improving
the process of analyze rules in futures iterations.

6. How the use of generalized association rules minimizes
the evaluation of the discovered rules.

II. Related Work

Works exploring large growing knowledge bases are rising
in recent years. BabelNet [18], Cyc [2], DBpedia [3], NELL
[4], ReVerb [19], YAGO [5] and YAGO2 [20], which extend
YAGO to deal with spatio-temporal dimension, are systems
that have been developed techniques to help their KBs ex-
tends.
Most works focus on increasing the knowledge base by pop-
ulating it with new instances or by enlarging the relations
between their categories or domains. In order to populate
the KB, [21] presents EVIN, a system that extracts events
from news articles and organizes them into semantic class-
es to populate a KB. [22] proposed a knowledge base pop-
ulation methodology in which they consider temporal data
in the process. An approach that automatically extracts en-
tities and relationships from textual documents were devel-
oped in [23]. They extracted entities and their relationships
are verified using classification and linking evidence based
techniques. Other related efforts in this field can be found in
[1],[24], [25], [8] and [9].
In this work, we propose the use of association rules in or-
der populate the knowledge base with instances and GARs
to investigate how useful they can be to extend the relations
between the knowledge base’s categories. NARFO algorith-
m [15], which is a generalized association rule mining algo-
rithm, is used to discover new rules. NARFO can navigates
through KB’s instances and categories, producing general-
ized association rules. It also has a redundant treatment to
verify if a specific rule is included in a generalized one. This
algorithm introduced a new parameter, called mingen (mini-
mal generalization) [26] to generalize association rules.
Similar works that use association rule mining to extend on-
tologies or KBs were developed in [27] and [1]. The first one
uses association rules under an existing ontology, the Finnish
General Upper Ontology YSO [28], in order to improve it by
populating more relationships between its concepts. [1] pro-
duced AMIE, an association rule mining algorithm under in-
complete evidence. AMIE focuses on discovering relations
like if motherOf(m; c) ∧ marriedTo(m; f) → fatherOf (f; c).
PROSPERA [29], which is based on SOFIE framework [30],
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is another approach that uses an association rule algorithm to
discover relations from Web Text in order to populate their
KB.
In a system like NELL, the KB is consisted by many miss-
ing values. As stated in [31], many association rules mining
algorithm are used based on databases that do not contain
missing values. To accomplish this field, we modified tra-
ditional support calculation, creating a new measure, called
MSC [16]. Basically, it discards an itemset if all items in the
specific itemset are missing.
According to [32], there are some reasons that explain why
empty cells occur in datasets:

1. Values recorded are missing because they were too s-
mall or too large to be measured;

2. Values recorded are missing because they have been for-
gotten, they have been lost or they were not available.

There are some strategies to deal with the problem of missing
values for association rule mining. In [31], the authors apply
a technique in which an itemset with missing values is not
considered, i. e., it is disabled. For that, they created a new
measure definition to support calculation. In [33], all items
corresponding to attributes with missing values are set to ze-
ro. An algorithm (called AR) was proposed in [31], in which
missing values are replaced by a probability distribution over
possible values represented by existing data. XMiner [34] is
an association rule algorithm based on [27] that also brings
the concept of extensible itemsets to deal with missing val-
ues.
The works presented in [35], [36] both focused on the prob-
lem of missing values for association rule mining. In [35], a
Markov-chain based Missing Value Estimation (MC-MVE)
method was proposed. The work proposed in [36] develope-
d an iterative way to extract association rules for inferring
missing values based on the algorithm created by [31].
In the context of NELL’s ontology, missing values occur ei-
ther because they are not available at the moment, or be-
cause the relation may never happen. NELL’s algorithm-
s extract relations between categories, like athleteplaysport
(X,Y) and athleteplaytournament (X, Z). So, by transitivity,
we can induce that if an athlete X plays a sport Y and if the
same athlete X plays a tournament Z, then this tournament
(Z) is related to that sport (Y). However, NELL could ex-
tract relations like athleteplaysport (Lebron_James, basket-
ball), athleteplaytournament (kevin_garnett, nba) and ath-
leteplaytournament (Lebron_James,nba). Notice that, in this
given example, NELL did not extract the relation between
kevin_garnett and the sport he plays and, thus, this value will
be missing in the KB (kevin_garnett is also a basketball play-
er). Another kind of missing value that NELL’s KB has is
when the relation between two categories did not occur and
will never happen. Following along these lines, this paper
focuses on dealing with two kind of missing values:

1. Missing values that are missing because they are not
available yet;

2. Missing values caused by relations between two specific
categories that may never happen.

An important problem on the process of extracting associ-
ation rules is how evaluate the amount of rules extracted.

Therefore, using GARs might reduce the quantity of rules
and facilitate the evaluating process. NARFO, as mentioned
before, has a generalization process and a redundancy treat-
ment that helps reducing the number of extracted rules.
Most works on this issue propose post-processing techniques
to prune the number of rules. In [37], a post-processing
task is developed to decrease the amount of association rules.
They propose an interactive approach where human domain
experts filter the rules extracted. CoGAR [38] is a GAR al-
gorithm that introduced two new measures: (i) a schema con-
straint is created by an analyst and drives the itemset mining
phase and (ii) opportunistic confidence constraint that identi-
fies significant and redundant rules at post-processing phase.
PNAR_IMLMS [39] and MIPNAR_GA [40] are algorithms
that discovery both positive itemsets (frequent itemsets) and
negative itemsets (infrequent itemsets). They created some
measures to prune rules and generate positive and negative
association rules.
Nevertheless, many efforts have been taken on checking if
rules discovered before should be displayed again in the fu-
ture. We call these types of rule as obvious rules. TOPSIL-
Miner [41] is an algorithm that store potential significant
itemsets in a structure called TOPSIL-Tree and then prune
trivial nodes from the current dataset. OPUS_AR [42] re-
duced the search space adding some constraints on relation-
ships between association rules in order to decrease the num-
ber of rules.
In this article, we use four of the above described techniques
to reduce the amount of discovered rules:

1. Eliminating obvious or trivial itemsets during the can-
didate’s generation;

2. Eliminating obvious or trivial generalized association
rules in post-processing;

3. Use generalized association rules and;

4. Perform redundancy treatment at post-processing step.

Besides that, we also have an important contribution: how
the use of generalized association rules can increase the re-
lationships between the categories of a large growing knowl-
edge base. Conversing Learning [10], a NELL’s component,
is used to validate the rules.
Table 1 brings us a comparison between our approach and
some related work described in this section.

III. Methodology

The approach described in this article has the following main
purposes:

1. Verify how association rules can help populating NEL-
L’s KB;

2. Verify how generalized association rules can help in-
creasing the relations between the categories of NELL’s
KB;

3. Create MSC measure to deal with missing values;

4. Eliminate obvious itemsets in the candidate generation
step.
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Table 1: Comparison among approaches

Method / Algorithm Missing values Post-processing
Treatment GAR Redundant Treatment Obvious Rules Obvious

itemsets Large KBs

AR X X
XMiner X X
AMIE X

PROSPERA X
CoGar X X X

PNAR_IMLMS X X
MIPNAR_GA X X
TOPSIL-Miner X X

OPUS_AR X X
OUR APPROACH X X X X X X X

Figure. 1: Steps of the algorithm

5. Prune obvious generalized association rules in post-
processing step;

6. Reduce the amount of generated rules by a generaliza-
tion and redundancy treatment.

In this section, we detail each relevant step of our method.
Figure 1 depicts the steps.

A. Data preparation

In this step, the data to be used by NARFO algorithm is pre-
pared. Basically, NARFO is an association rule mining algo-
rithm that also generalize association rules when necessary,
that navigates through the ontology structure to be able to i-
dentify the instances and their domains. It also has a new
parameter called minGen, which generalizes an item of a
rule if x% of a domain’s items appears in rules with same
antecedents / descendants. A small piece of NELL’s KB is
selected and an ontology, based on their instances and cate-
gories is created.

B. Generating Candidates

This section describes two of our contributions: (i) missing
values treatment and (ii) obvious itemset elimination.

1) Missing Values Treatment

A large knowledge base like NELL, as aforementioned, con-
tains many empty cells. To perform an association rule min-
ing algorithm in such environment, we created a new param-
eter, called MSC (Modified Support Calculation) measure to
deal with missing values. To sum up, this technique discard
an itemset during support counting if all items on it are miss-
ing.

Consider the toy dataset shown in Table II (a), which contain-
s instances of three different categories (SportsLeague, Sport
and Trophy). Empty cells in Table II (a) represent missing
values. So, when calculating MSC, the algorithm does not
count missing values to calculate an itemset support value.
In Table II (a), Sportsleague category has a single empty cel-
l, and this is not considered during support calculation. Sport
and trophy categories have, respectively, four and three emp-
ty cells. Table II (b) presents itemsets support values using
MSC measure.
MSC measure computation is as follows: for an n-itemset,
the algorithm discards a missing value if n items in the item-
set are not present. For example, in 1-itemset, if one missing
value is found, the instance containing the missing value is
not considered to support calculation. For a 2-itemset, both
items in the itemset have to be missing to discard them. The
algorithm continues performing this task until no more item-
set can be found.
For each itemset found, the algorithm gets the number of
rows in which all items in the current itemset appear. Then,
it checks the number of rows containing all missing values in
the domains of the present itemset. Finally, it calculates the
support of the itemset.

2) Obvious Itemset Elimination

Algorithm 1 obiviousItemsetElimination Algorithm
for i = 0 to candidateListSize− 1 do
candidateItemset = candidateList(i);
control = false;
for j = 0 to obviousDiscoveredItemsetSize do

if candidateItemset =
obviousDiscoveredItemset(j) then
control = true;

end if
end for
if !control then
frequentItemset.add(candidateItemset);

end if
end for

The candidate generation step is very similar to Apriori and
other association rules mining algorithms. However, we
check each candidate itemset and compare them with a table
containing obvious itemsets. If there is a match, the itemset
is pruned and will not be considered anymore to generate as-
sociation rules. Algorithm1 describes this procedure. By an
obvious itemset, we mean one that is already used before in a
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Table 2: Example to support calculation

(a) dataset sample

SportsLeague Sport Trophy

Nba Basketball
Nba nba_championship

nba_championship
Nba nba_championship
Nba Basketball nba_championship
Nhl
Nhl Hockey

(b) itemsets’ support

Itemset MSC-based
Support value

Nba 4/6 = 0.667
Nhl 2/6 = 0.333

Basketball 2/3 = 0.667
Hockey 1/3 = 0.333

nba_championship 4/4 = 1
Nba, basketball 2/6 = 0.333

Nhl, hockey 1/6 = 0.167
Nba, nba_championship 3/7 = 0.428

Nba, basketball,
nba_championship 1/7 = 0.142

discovered association rule. It is important to note that if the
rule is significant it is inserted in the table (we already discov-
ered it, why show it again in futures iterations?). Although,
if a rule discovered is not interesting, it is also inserted in the
table, once we do not want that rule showing up again. Only
rules that Conversing Learning not conclude yet if is relevant
or not are not inserted in the table.

C. Generating Rules

This step focuses on the following issues:

1. Generate association rules;

2. Check for obvious generalized association rules;

3. Generalize rules;

4. Eliminate redundant rules.

The novelty in this step is the generalization and redundancy
treatment, which are different comparing to other approach-
es. NARFO deals with the problem of generalized associa-
tion rules and also has a redundancy treatment. To generalize
the extracted rules, it created a new measure called mingen.
This generalizes an item of a rule if x% of its domain’s in-
stances is presented in other rules with same antecedent(s) or
descendant(s).
Also, we added to its implementation an obvious generalized
rules treatment. The reason we only take care to obvious gen-
eralized rules in this step is that obvious specifics itemsets
were already pruned out of the frequent itemset during the
candidate generation. The algorithm is pretty much the same
as Algorithm 1, but instead of prune of obvious itemsets, it
prunes trivial generalized rules. So, only new interesting pat-
terns will be displayed. In this way, the effort of evaluating
each rule is reduced.

D. Evaluating Rules

Traditional association rule mining algorithms consider a
rule strong that one with support and confidence values high-
er than the minimum support and confidence values defined.
So, those algorithms display the strong association rules ex-
tracted. But this fact does not apply in large growing knowl-
edge bases like NELL. We noticed that some rules that have
high confidence, specially, could not be good examples of
rules to populate and grow the KB, since NELL’s KB did
not contain all instances and relations yet. And this is one
important contribution in this work.

Consider Table III as an example. Imagine that NELL’s al-
gorithms extracted some instances and relations about Play-
ers, Sports and Sportsleagues as shown in Table III. Based
on those instances, it is possible to conclude that a traditional
association rule mining algorithm would probably extract the
following rule: if playerPlaysSport (X, Soccer) then player-
PlaysChampionship (X, italian_championship). Notice that,
based on Table III, this rule may have high support and confi-
dence, but it carries wrong information. Why does it occur?
It does, mainly because NELL’s KB does not have all in-
stances and relations yet. So, an important task is to analyze
the discovered association rules and use only the useful ones.
To analyze each non obvious rule extracted in previous sec-
tion, we make use of the NELL’s Conversing Learning com-
ponent. To sum up, this component uses Twitter and Yahoo
Answers to validate rules. In this work, however, only Twit-
ter was used to evaluate extracted rules. With Conversing
Learning help, we intend to automatically evaluate extract-
ed rules and increase NELL’s KB with the useful ones. The
process of increasing the KB is described in next sub section.

E. Increase the KB

With the association rules approved, the positives ones can
be used to update and raise the size of NELL’s KB. As not
all rules must be generalized, there are two possible ways to
increase the KB:

• By populating it with new instances;

• By increasing the relations between domains.

The algorithm populates the knowledge base with new in-
stances by using non generalized association rules [16]. Us-
ing the generalized ones, NELL can get relations that were
not discovered before by its algorithms [17]. Suppose that
our approach extracted the following rule:

AthletePlaysInStadium(X, Y) → AthletePlaysSport(X,Z).
So, a new relation is discovered. Originally, the KB was
consisted only with those two relations (AthletePlaysInSta-
dium(X, Y) and AthletePlaysSport(X,Z)) separately. In this
way, we can extend NELL’s KB by increasing it with a new
relation as is illustrated by Figure 2.

IV. Experiments and Results

The experiments taken in this paper have the following main
goals:
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Table 3: Example of instances from players, sports and championships

Player Sport SportsLeague
Kaka Soccer Italian_championship
Pirlo Soccer Italian_championship
Messi Soccer

Hernanes Soccer Italian_championship
Cavani Soccer

Gilardino Italian_championship
Cristiano Ronaldo Soccer

Figure. 2: Example of new relation

Figure. 3: Extracted rules using MSC measure x traditional
approaches

• How association rules may help populating a large KB;

• How the new MSC measure works in a large growing
knowledge base consisted of many missing values;

• Verify how generalized association rules can increase a
large growing knowledge base like NELL;

• How the techniques developed to deal with obvious
rules and itemsets impact and simplify the evaluating
process.

The NELL’s KB subset used in these experiments has a sports
domain, containing eight categories: athlete, coach, league,
stadium, sport, injured, awardTrophyTournament and sport-
sTeam.
First experiment has the goal to check rules extracted without
MSC measure being applied comparing to our approach. We
want to analyze if this new parameter bring more meaning-
ful association rules and how it affects the process in a large
growing knowledge base. We did not consider generalization
and obvious itemsets and rules treatment in this experiment.
The dataset contains many missing values. As aforemen-
tioned, there are two causes for the missing values: instances
are not available yet or instances might not exist. Figure 3
shows the amount of rules extracted by each technique.
We performed this test using different minimum support val-
ues, varying from 0.04 (four percent) to 0.015 (one point five
percent). These values were selected due the KB character-
istic and to investigate how it would impact in the number of
discovered rules. We also would like to verify whether dif-
ferent association rules would be discovered, and also, to see
which method behaves better with different levels of mini-
mum support. Experiments showed that the number of asso-
ciation rules discovered gets higher as the minimum support

Figure. 4: Extracted rules with generalization process

value decreases. Running the algorithm with different mini-
mum support values revealed that the number of association
rules extracted using MSC measure is bigger than compared
with traditional method. Such behavior occurred for all min-
imum support values tested.
Nevertheless, an interesting fact could be observed. Al-
though our MSC measure approach extracted more associ-
ation rules than traditional ones, it did not induce some rules
that were induced by the last one. There is a particular rea-
son for that behavior: as the new support calculation method
makes itemsets support higher, the confidence of each rule
decreases. Thus, the new MSC measure brings new rules that
were not present in the first traditional association rule min-
ing algorithms. This is result of discarding itemsets having
missing values in all domains, as explained before.
The second experiment shows the number of association
rules (generalized or not) extracted. We use mingen mea-
sure, with different settings (0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 1), in order to
analyze the amount of rules extracted and to check how the
generalization process can decrease the effort on evaluating
rules. Notice that, as we can check in Figure 4, when min-
gen value is 0.3 the amount of rules extracted in comparison
to the ones extracted having mingen value equal to 1 is pret-
ty much close. Minimum support varies from 0.04 to 0.01.
Minimum confidence value is fixed on 0.3. The evaluation
effort, in this dataset example, has approximately 31.82% of
reduction comparing if we not have used minGen. As min-
Gen gets lower, the number of rules extracted decreases due
to generalization and redundancy treatment.
Not all discovered rules are generalized and meaningful. We
consider a generalized rule as relevant if all items in the ex-
tracted rule are generalized and is validated by Conversing
Learning. Also, a rule is relevant if all items are specifics in-
stances. In this way, the KB is populated with new instances
between the categories. If a rule has both generalized and
specifics items, it cannot always be consider relevant. Some
examples of these rules are showed in Table 4.
Table 4 shows some extracted and evaluated association
rules. The relevant ones (1, 2 and 6) can be used to ex-
tend NELL’s KB with new relations (rules 1 and 2) or by
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Table 4: Example of analyzed rules after evaluating

Number Association Rule Relevant Rule
1 athletePlaysLeague (X,Y) → athletePlaysSport(X,Z) Yes
2 athleteWinAwardTrophyTournament(X,Y) → athletePlaysSport(X,Z) Yes
3 athleteWinAwardTrophyTournament(X,super_bowl) → athletePlaysLeague(X,Z) No conclusion
4 athletePlaysSport(X,Y) → athleteWinAwardTrophyTournament(X,Z) No
5 athleteWinAwardTrophyTournament(X,us_open) → athletePlaysSport(X,tennis) No conclusion
6 athletePlaysTeam(X, bulls) → athletePlaysSport(X, basketball) Yes

Figure. 5: Extracted rules after applying the techniques

populating it (rule 6). It is noticeable that rule 4 was not con-
sider relevant, once not all players would win a tournament.
However, for some association rules (3 and 5), Conversing
Learning was not able to give a correct answer. Although
rule 3 is a positive one, it brings an association between in-
stances and categories and it is neither possible to update the
KB with new instances (since the algorithm does not know
the correspondent league) nor with new relations (as the an-
tecedent super_bowl is not generalized). Rule 5 describes a
homonyms issue since other sports instead of tennis have the
same tournament name.
After having properly evaluated the association rules extract-
ed, positive examples are used to update the KB. They are
stored and will not be display in future iterations. The same
is done to negative examples, as we are not interesting in an-
alyze rules that we already know are irrelevant.
As our approach works on a continuously growing knowl-
edge base, the subset was increased with new facts extracted
from web by NELL’s algorithm. The subset used got 15%
bigger. In order to prove how effective our obvious itemsets
and generalized association rules method is, we executed the
algorithm again, using same measures values as before.
The number of extracted association rules obtained after re-
run the algorithm is showed in Figure 5. The amount of
rules to be analyzed reduced considerably, particularly the
ones with lower minimum support values. This is the re-
sult, mainly, of our methodology to eliminate obvious item-
sets and rules and shows the efficacy of our approach.
It is important to relate that new rules, which were not dis-
covered before, were brought by the algorithm as conse-
quence of a large growing knowledge base that, in this ex-
periment, increased approximately in 15%. Some of the new
extracted rules are in Table 5.
Making a simple comparison against Figure 4, the number
of rules generated reduced a lot. In all cases, the number of
rules decreased in more the 50%, getting higher than 90% in
some situations, even with new rules been extracted, once the
KB was increased.

V. Conclusion

Efforts in large growing knowledge bases have pointing on
how to extend them with new instances and relations. Algo-
rithms used to extract new knowledge usually bring too many
new facts to be analyzed. In this way, our approach has the
following purposes:

• Increase NELL’s KB by populating it with instances;

• Increase NELL’s KB by adding new relations;

• Decrease the amount of knowledge discovered to sim-
plify the evaluate process.

To accomplish those goals, this article proposed the use of
association (generalized association) rules in order to popu-
late NELL’s KB with instances or to increase the relations
between its categories, and an obvious itemset and general-
ized association rules treatment. Experiments demonstrated
that the former technique can be very useful to populate the
KB with instances as well as extend the relations among cat-
egories, and also showed that the second one simplifies the
effort in analyzing the quantity of rules extracted.
In future works, we aim to explore these issues:

• The use of temporal data in the process of extracting
association rules;

• Consider ambiguity and homonyms data in the KB;

• Develop metrics to better evaluate the knowledge ob-
tained;

• Evolve the algorithm to automatically evaluate the rules
extracted.
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